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GEM NOTES

INTRODUCTION

Iolite is the trade name forgem quality cordierite, a
mineral species in the or-

thorhombic system, with the
formula, (Mg,Fe)2AL4Si5O18.
Cordierite has been known
for hundreds of years and
was named in 1813 after the
French geologist, Pierre
Cordier. The gemstone, iolite
is from the Greek “ios" (vio-
let) and “lithos” (stone).
Viking sailors used thin slices
of iolite as a polarizing filter
to help locate the sun on
cloudy days. An old reference
to these navigational stones
was “sunstone” since their
purpose was to find the sun. Unfortunately, in today’s nomen-
clature, it is confused with the feldspar of the same name.

COLORS
When cut properly, iolite is a purplish-blue to bluish-purple
color, ranging in tone from light to dark. Figure 1. The most de-
sirable color is an intense purple-blue, similar in hue to a tan-
zanite. In fact, when tanzanite was first found, it was
suspected to be iolite. The pleochroism is very pronounced and
great care must be taken to orient the color in the finished

stone. Figure 2 shows an iolite preform pictured along its three
axes. A misnomer for iolite is “water sapphire,” although this
name is infrequently if ever used in today’s market. It refers to
the difference between the face up purple-blue color and the
colorless appearance as seen through the side. Another old
term that is no longer used for iolite is dichroite, from the
Greek, which is loosely translated as “two-colored rock.”

Iolite may also occur in colorless, yellow, gray or brown al-
though these colors are not usually used for gem purposes.
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FIGURE 1. Iolite range of color from light-medium bluish-purple trillion (1.25 ct) to medium-dark bluish-purple emerald
cut (3.74ct). Although not apparent in this stone, lighter tones often show a gray overtone. Darker tones are often cut
with broad rectangular facets to best enhance the stone’s color. Photos by John Bradshaw, www.rarestone.com.

FIGURE 2. Iolite has strong pleochroism (purplish-blue, bluish-purple and colorless) as shown in three different directions of the same preform. Photos by
John Bradshaw, www.rarestone.com.
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It is rare to find a star or cat’s eye iolite, although there is an
aventurescent iolite that contains red hematite inclusions and
is nicknamed “bloodshot iolite.”

LOCALITIES
The Vikings likely mined the iolite that they used for naviga-
tion from Norway and perhaps Greenland. Current sources
of the material include India, Namibia,
Tanzania, and Sri Lanka. Most re-
cently, two new deposits of gem
quality iolite have been discovered;
1994 in Madagascar and 1996 in
Wyoming. The Wyoming deposit has
shown some promise but has not
been exploited to date. Initial material
tended to be small with overtones of
gray or brown. In general, iolite rough
is unremarkable and many would
consider it unsaleable. Figure 3.

CLARITY
Cordierite is usually opaque, while io-
lite can range from transparent to
translucent. GIA classifies the gem
as Type II, meaning gems typically
have some visible inclusions. This is
especially true as stone sizes get larger (greater than 1 carat).
Crystals of apatite and zircon are common inclusions found
in iolite. Similar to rutile or tourmaline inclusions in quartz,
bright red hematite platelets in “bloodshot iolite” from Sri
Lanka can enhance the look and yield an attractive stone.

STONE SIZES
Orienting the rough to yield the best color severely limits the
cutting of larger stones. Although some inclusions are ex-
pected, removing the most obvious problem areas also af-
fects the final yield. Iolite is not necessarily as rare as some

stones but as size increases over 3 ct, the rarity increases
dramatically for fine to extra fine stones. Extra fine stones
over 5 ct are exceedingly difficult to source and highly prized
by collectors and designers. Figure 4. The Smithsonian
houses three large Sri Lankan stones weighing, 9.4 ct, 10.2
ct and 15.6 ct.

TREATMENTS
There are no known treatments for iolite. The small percent-
age of high quality iolite come by their beauty naturally. This
is a good selling point as other stones of similar color (i.e.,
tanzanite and sapphire) have likely been treated to achieve
their fine color.

PROPERTIES
The refractive index of iolite is 1.542-1.551 and the birefrin-
gence ranges between 0.008 and 0.012. Optic character is
biaxial negative. Dispersion is low at 0.017. Specific gravity
ranges between 2.56-2.66. The Mohs hardness is 7-7.5, which
makes it as hard as tourmaline and harder than tanzanite and
quartz but its toughness is just fair due to cleavage that is
distinct in one direction. Pleochroism is strong (as shown in
Figure 2). The cause of color is from iron which in turn
quenches any ultraviolet fluorescence. The absorption spec-
trum is not diagnostic but can show weak bands at 645, 593,
585, 535, 492, 456, 436 and 426 nm.

Fine quality iolite can most often be
confused with amethyst, sapphire
and tanzanite. Amethyst can be sim-
ilar in refractive index but pleochro-
ism and optic character are notably
different. Pleochroism, optic charac-
ter, refractive index and specific grav-
ity would easily separate iolite from
sapphire, while refractive index and
specific gravity would separate it
from tanzanite.

AVAILABILITY
Iolite is not well known among the
general public and is seen only on
occasion within the trade. The lack
of availability of fine quality iolite
even in smaller sizes has limited its

use in jewelry. If grayish and brownish iolites were able to
be treated to a better color, availability would improve sub-
stantially and perhaps even begin to rival the popularity and
price of tanzanite.

CARE & HANDLING
Both the ultrasonic and steamer are risky for iolite. Warm
soapy water is always the safest course.

PRICING
Pricing for iolite is given in the GemGuide. u
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FIGURE 3. Iolite rough is often an ugly duckling and not likely to solicit too
many glorious remarks. Photo by John Bradshaw, www.rarestone.com

FIGURE 4.Top quality iolite in a large, hard to find size,
8.84 ct. Photo by John Bradshaw, www.rarestone.com.
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